The CA Essential Docking Station is the perfect tool to organize your workspace while improving your laptop performance. The CA Essential Dock’s slim design provides an ergonomic platform to position your laptop at your desk while connected to your external displays and peripherals.

The CA Essential Dock is the world’s first USB C dock with integrated active cooling and optimized resting angle for your laptop allowing for an organized workspace and improved laptop cooling performance.

Specifications:
- Max Video Resolution Dual Monitor Displays
  HDMI & DisplayPort Outputs
  Both Ports up to 4k@30Hz or a single port up to 4k@60Hz
- USB 4 USB Type A Ports
- Ethernet 10/100/1000 GbE
- Power Delivery 90 Watt Power Delivery to Laptop
  (130W Power Adapter Included)
- Active Cooling Integrated fan with 3 Selectable Speeds
- Security Slot Integrated K-Slot (cable not included)
- Dimensions 13.6” x 3.2” x 0.7” (back) 0.4” (front)
- Weight 13.6 oz (not including power adapter)
- USB C Cable Length: 22” tethered to docking station
- Compatible OS Windows 10, Andriod v5.0 or above
  Mac OS 10.6 or above

Features
- Dual 4k Display Support
  The CA Essential Docking Station supports dual 4k Display so you’re never held back from using the best.
- Single USB-C Connection
  Easy, single USB-C connection charges and syncs to your laptop while minimizing cables.
- 4 USB Type A Ports
  We made sure that you’ve got plenty of ports so you can always have enough plugs for everything you need.
- Integrated Active Cooling Fan
  The integrated active cooling fan keeps your laptop cool for peak performance. Featuring 3 different fan speeds so you can always stay cool.
- 90Watt Power Delivery
  High power delivery allows for quick charging and keeps your laptop powered on while you work, stream, or play.

Shipping Information:
- Single Package
  UPC: 646422 30148 8
  Dim: (L) 15.8 in X (W) 3.1 in. X (H) 3.2 in.
  Weight: 2.8 lbs

- Master: 6
  UPC: 646422 30148 8
  Dim: (L) 16.3 in X (W) 11.0 in. X (H) 11.3 in.
  Weight: 19.6 lbs.
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Key Features
1. Dual 4k Display Support
2. 4 USB C Type A Ports
3. Integrated Cooling Fan for Laptop
4. 90Watt Power Delivery to Charge your Laptop
5. Single USB C connection to charge and sync to your Laptop

MSRP
USD $159.99

Model Number
DS2000

Specification
USB C Docking Station for Laptops

Max Video Resolution
- DisplayPort 1.4 source - Both Ports up to 4k@30Hz or a single port up to 4k@60Hz
- DisplayPort 1.2 source or below - Both Ports up to 1080P or a single port up to 4k@30Hz

USB
3 - USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type A Ports (10Gb/s)
1 - USB 3.0 Gen 1 Type A Port (5Gb/s)

Ethernet
10/100/1000 GbE

Power Delivery
90Watt Power Delivery to Laptop (130W Dual Voltage AC power adapter included)

Active Cooling
Integrated fan with 3 selectable speeds

Security Slot
Integrated K-slot (cable not included)

Dimensions
13.6" x 3.2" x 0.7" (back) 0.4" (front)

Weight
13.6 oz (not including power adapter)

USB-C Cable
Length: 22" tethered to docking station

Compatible OS
Windows 10, Android v5.0 or above, MAC OS 10.6 or above

Package Reference
UPC: 646422 30148 8
Contents: CA Essential Docking Station, Dual Voltage AC Power Adapter, User Guide
Gift Box: 15.8 x 3.1 x 3.2 inches, 2.8 lbs
Master Carton Box: 16.3 x 11 x 11.3 - 19.6 lbs
6 Units per Master Carton